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Playing with Roberto and Eduardo Taufi c is like visiting someone and fi nding yourself at 
home, with no formalities and being able to understand one another intuitively, without 
using many words.  It feels like plunging into a world that I deeply love, together with 
musicians whose exceptional talent is not accompanied with an air of superiority, but 
who have done their best to make me feel welcome and put me at ease. I will be forever 
grateful to them for this.                       Barbara

Sharing this musical path with Barbara Casini was like journeying deeply to rediscover 
our roots and fi nding a sister, a cousin or neighbour! 
Barbara is totally immersed in the highly characteristic “Musica Popular Brasileira”, 
precisely, that with its roots in Brazil’s northeast, and she fl uidly shifts between frevo, 
baião, forró, maracatu and toadas with such rhythmic, melodic and poetic freedom 
that our instruments blend with her voice in a warm and wonderful family celebration. 
Thank you Barbara for joining us on this journey.                      Duo Taufi c
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T h a n k s  t o :
Carlo Miori for his beautiful studio and his magic sound, Giandomenico Ciaramella and 
Matteo Pagano for their fantastic support, Paolo Soriani for his kind approach and to the 
friends that have always supported us and our music.

Recorded april 6 & 7 2015 at Only Music Studio - Bruino (Torino)
Recording engineer: Carlo Miori
Mixed by Carlo Miori & Roberto Taufi c at Only Music Studio
Mastered by Eduardo Taufi c at Studio Promidia - Natal (RN) - Brazil
Photos: Paolo Soriani
Artwork: Enzo Criscione 
Roberto Taufi c plays Rodolfo Cucculelli classical guitar
Eduardo Taufi c plays Steinway model D grand piano
www.barbaracasini.it
www.duotaufi c.com
A production of Jando Music (www.jandomusic.com) and 
Via Veneto Jazz (www.viavenetojazz.it)


